


1776 WILL
COMMENCE AGAIN
IF YOU __!

In a free society,
insurance companies
could defend against
aggressive foreign
states by using __.

Christopher Cantwell's
controversial new
article explains why __
doesn't violate the
non-aggression
principle.

Michael W. Dean's
new documentary is
called __ & __ : The
Road to __.

At next year's
PorcFest, they're
going to have __.

__! Trusted and used
by Glenn Beck!

Hi! I'm Penn Jillette,
and this is my partner
Teller and __ is
BULLSHIT!

In the long run we're
all __.

Instead of the gold
standard, I propose
our currency be tied to
__.



I would join the Free
State Project, but New
Hampshire has too
much __.

In his most recent
video, Stefan
Molyneux explains
"The Truth About __".

"You're all a bunch of
__" - Mises

Anarcho- __? That
sounds an awful lot
like __.

PraxGirl did a video
explaining the concept
of marginal utility
using __ as an
example.

__ via the blockchain.

Last night at karaoke,
Bob Murphy did a
terrible rendition of
"__" by __.

TokenLibertarianGirl
dresses up like __ to
make a point about
__.

Jan Helfeld trolls __
using the Socratic
method.



The new competitor to
the Silk Road got shut
down for selling __.

I was reading excerpts
from the old Ron Paul
Newsletter; I can't
believe he said __ are
__!

True libertarians
always __.

In the updated version
of "Defending the
Undefendable" Walter
Block defends __.

Having outgrown
childish libertarian
fantasies, I now
believe in __.

Adam Kokesh was
most recently arrested
for __.

Don't __ me, bro! According to a Salon
article, libertarianism
will eventually devolve
into __.

A post-scarcity utopia
could be achieved
now that we have __.



YouTuber
"FringeElements"
announces he's no
longer a libertarian
and now describes
himself as __.

ANARCHY?! BUT
WHO WILL BUILD
THE __?!

Did you hear Free Talk
Live last night? Ian
said __ is a great form
of activism.

While pounding the
desk and frothing at
the mouth, Alex Jones
screeched "__ IS
TYRANNY!"

True libertarians never
__.

The Ethics of Liberty
by Murray Rothbard
says "The law may not
forbid __."

Libertarians have to
recognize that their
ideology will never be
accepted by __.





A cuss-laden
screaming rant
syndicated on 165
FCC-regulated radio
stations.

MUH ROADS! An edgy Austin
Petersen comment
that really is just a
typical neocon
position.

A MaoistRebelNews2
video defending North
Korea as best Korea.

Alex Jones. A pocket constitution.

The Koch Brothers. Cop-blocking. Yelling "AM I BEING 
DETAINED?!" at a 
confused, Hispanic, 
Wendy's® drive-thru 
attendant.



A magic word you can
say in court to get off
scot-free.

Spending your whole
paycheck at
WholeFoods.

Universally Preferable
Behavior.

An hour long
lengthyounarther
video about the Ming
dynasty.

Open-carrying. Government guns.

Trying to pass off
Liberty Dollars as
official U.S. currency.

Antistatists advocating
mandatory GMO
labeling.

Cultural Marxism.



George Soros. TruShibes. Statists.

Thinking 'the invisible
hand' is actually
Jesus.

Raw milk. AM I BEING
DETAINED?

Going mega-viral! LibPar. The Non-Aggression
Principle.



Moving to New
Hampshire only to find
out they still have a
government.

An annoying radio ad
about anarchist lapel
pins.

A bogus DMCA claim.

Ayn Rand. 3 pounds of
uninspected bacon
you bought with
BitCoin at PorcFest.

The Amazing Atheist's
Banana.

Drones. Uploading videos of
yourself doing DMT on
YouTube.

FringeElements.



A privately owned
heroin vending
machine in every
privately owned
middle school.

Neo-confederate. Killing cops.

Stand your ground
laws.

RON PAUL /b/. "Race-realism".

The free-rider
problem.

The shoulder thing
that goes up.

Doomsday preppers.



Anarcho-Bacon. The free-market. Homesteading a ring
around someone's
property to prevent
their escape.

Rolling blunts on a
copy of The Socialist
Worker.

Another 4 hour long
Google Hangout video
on VoluntaryVirtues no
one will ever watch.

Buying freeze-dried
food in bulk for the
impending economic
collapse.

A bunch of socialists. Spanking. The futility of the
voting process.



Investing in Galt's
Gulch Chile.

Thinking carefully
about everything you
are about to say to
avoid using the term
'we' so as to not to
imply collectivism.

A 'no smoking' sign on
the Statue of Liberty.

Anarcho-monarchism. Intellectual property. DeFOO.

Larken Rose; the
mom jean-wearing
leprechaun.

Global warming. New Hampshire; a
wonderful libertarian
paradise where the
roads are paved with
BitCoin.



Christopher Cantwell. Fluoride in the tap
water.

The Mises Institute.

A hot libertarian
woman getting lots of
hits on YouTube
recycling verbatim
things she heard on
LRN.

Passing out FIJA
flyers not to inform
potential jurors of their
rights, but to get off
jury duty.

A social contract.

DeFOOing your
parents only to reFOO
because getting a job
sucks.

Broadcasting into
space to planet
LibPar2019b in the
Alpha Centauri region.

Piers Morgan.



Voluntarily letting your
children starve.

A 2 dollar donation. A task almost as
unbearable as
explaining the
Economic Calculation
Problem to a
Zeitgeister.

The Federal Reserve. The gun in the room. Colloidal uranium
enemas to keep away
the New World Order.

Making YouTube
videos about Austrian
Economics and the
virtues of rugged
individualism from
your mom's basement.

Agorism. Therightstuff.biz.



Gun Owners of
America.

Trying to bring about a
free society by selling
jars of homemade jam
out of your garage.

The iron fist.

BitCoin. Jury nullification. A lengthily Paul
Krugman article about
the mortgage crisis.

Objectivism. Gadsden flags. The Illuminati.



Shooting mail carriers. Marx's Labor Theory
of Value.

Thousands of
DogeCoins worth
approximately 23
cents.

Syndication via LRN
satellite to one guy in
Africa.

Trying to explain the
reason why people are
critical of you comes
from their past
childhood trauma.

Buying a sheet of acid
on The SilkRoad.

The shitty Atlas
Shrugged movies.

WORMS. The NSA.



Arguing with other
libertarians about the
nuances of the NAP.

Saying everything you
don't like is
'unconstitutional'.


